Thank you for taking an interest in this Book Arts E-book.
Other e-books and manuals on the subject of the Book Arts and Gilding in particular are available for free
download from the Eden Workshops website.
http://www.edenworkshops.com
If you are interested in gilding in particular please do check out our website at:
http://www.gold-vault.com
For nearly 20 years my wife Margaret & I ran a system of craft workshops devoted to the exploration of the
Book Arts.
During that time we worked in almost total isolation and seclusion in the grounds of a very private
monastery in rural England. We developed four book related skills; hand book binding, paper marbling and
book edge marbling, printing & box making and took those skills to high levels of excellence.
In 1997 after nearly 20 years running the Eden Workshops we were voted a National Living Treasure by
Country Life magazine for our contribution to the Book Arts.

In 2004 we decided to close our workshops and move out here to Southern France, I now concern myself
with teaching and have the time to concentrate on aspects of the book arts that interest me.

………………………………

A Simple Method of Sewing a Booklet of Single Sheets

You don’t need much to sew a booklet of single pages. But you will need some white craft glue and a small
glue brush plus a needle and thread, also you may need an awl for making the holes for the needle to go
through, the thicker the booklet the heavier the thread.

You might also like to have coloured card covers, you can choose these yourself, or omit them it’s up to
you, just cut them to the same size as the pages you are working with and include them as a front and
back cover.

If the booklet is less than 0.25 inch thick then simply gather the pages and tap them on the back & bottom
edge, you do this in an attempt to get all the pages level.

Now we have to glue the back edge of the booklet, this is done to hold the pages together while we sew
the booklet.

If working with a slim booklet place the pile of pages on the edge of a table overlapping the edge of the
table by about 0.25 inch, and put a weight, such as a book or two, on the top.

Then apply some glue to the back edge, not too much, and allow to dry.

Now your booklet is ready for sewing, if you have a slim booklet you may be able to pierce the side just
with a heavy needle, but it may be if the booklet is thicker you would need to use an awl, which is simply a
metal spike mounted in a wooden or plastic handle.
If your booklet is too thick for either the needle or the awl, then you would need to drill the holes, in a
bindery you would use a paper drill, but you can also use an ordinary electric drill and a drill stand.
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